
                                                                                                    

ENGLISH  ACTIVITIES  GRADE  6   WEEK   10   
LANGUAGE 
(Read  page  130   on  different  types  of  pronouns )W atch  video on  YOU TUBE ( pronoun  

                                                             

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fill  in  the  correct  pronouns its   type  

Eg   Randy  is the boy  who  hit me                                           interr interrogative 

1.Mary  sees ------  in  the  mirror  each day  

  

 2_________are  the  ladies  _________came  for  tea.  

  

3.The  dog  bit  ________tail  when  ______plays .  

  

4.Tilly  is  ______sister  and _______is  pretty .   

________________________  

5.This  is  the  story  of  _______________we  spoke .  

  

6 The  teacher  gave  _________pens  for  ________.  

  

7.-------did   you find  the  books -------they were lost .  

  

8._________is  the  boy  ___________marbles  were  lost .  
 

 
 

 9________is  the  way  ______do  things  at  ______schoo  
 

10.------and  ____-----   can  come  to  my  party .   

*** 
HOMEWORK / Pg 132 /no  4  Pronouns .Write  sentences  with  each  word .  

 

   

PRONOUNS  

PERSONAL 
I,   me, my  ,it, She, us 
you , we ,them, they 
 

Them , it 
 
 

INDEFINITE 
Somebody  
Nobody , anyone 
Everyone No one 

INTERROGATIVE  
who  ,what ,when 
Why, which, where 
Whom, whose 

Where 

DEMONSTRATIVE 
This  ,  that ,  
   These  those 

POSSESSIVE 
His , hers, yours 
ours , 
theirs,myself  
 



 

PRONOUNS    again   !!!!!!! 
 

             Fill  in the  correct  Pronoun   
 

Its   type   

1.The   lioness  fed ____ cubs   while   the  lion protected  _______  

  

2__________________can   pass  the  easy  test  .  

  

  

3 0n  Sunday  _______are  all  attending  ________school  concert .  

  

4. ______________are  the  notorious  crooks   ______________hijacked   

the  trucks   

  

5.Sally   is  the  girl  ____________I   paid  for  the  diary  .  

  

6.It  was  Tshepo  ________hid  under  the  bed  ________we played  

  

7.____needs  to  control   the  dogs  when  ________is  around  

  

8._______found  the  lost  books  _________we  searched  the  class.   

  

9.Patty  and  _______friend  get books  from  ________teacher.  

____________________  

10.Tom and  _______  went  to    _________school  on Friday.  

Comprehension         Just  another   anecdote      pg   149    (total  -15) 
  
1.List  4  words  that  describe   Paul’s  character  .      4 

    

     
    2.Describe   why  porcupines  are  nocturnal  creatures .      3 

 ___________________________________________________________ 
3.What  is  Paul   using   the  porcupine   for  ?         1 
 __________________________________________________ 
4.Why  was  it  difficult  to  harvest the   ground ?   1 

      ______________________________________________________ 
5.When  are  potatoes  harvested  how  do  you  know  this ?      2 

      _________________________________________________________ 
      6..Find  a  word that  is typically  south  African  .___________       1 

 
7. Explain in  simple  terms                                                              3 

Made  a  tiny  sum  - 

Arrows  whizzing  around  -  

Made  a  fortune      -                                                                



 

WRITING   . 
Write  an autobiography  about  a  favourite  animal. 

 ( 5 paragraphs  20 lines.) Imagine that  YOU  are  now that   animal by  

relating  all relevant  facts.   Focus  on  sentence structure and the  use  of  

adjectives . Avoid  repetition and  guard  against  spelling .  

     

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Mind Map  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RUBRIC   for  STORY                                            

1.  Is  there  evidence  of  Planning 

MINDMAP 

5  

2. Is  the  content  relevant & interesting 5  

3. Spelling 5  

4.. Language usage/ grammar  5  

            Total        20  

 

An  autobiography   

 

  I  am  a   

 
 

1.Describe  the  

physical  appearance  

( eg his  beauty/ soft  

paws , furry brown 

coat, round blue eyes ) 

 

3. The  funny / 

awesome /frightening / 

challenging experiences 

you  encountered  

VOCABULARY  -   amazing . quiet, environment , enormous , gorgeous , 

splendid, faithful.Carnivorous, bright, naturally , strange , communicate ,  

popular,  characteristics ,  rare  , discreetly , incredible, gracefully ,  edible,  

courageous ,  gigantic ,  curious,  attentively,  Mysterious  , dwelling , 

occasionally ,  funniest,  beautiful,  dangerous , frightening , pounced  

Afraid  , brave , challenging  
 

3 . Your  special  

talents / courage and  

To fend  for  yourself  

 

2.Survival 

mechanisms 

( protects /  gets  his  

meal/ when ,  where   

 

2.Interesting  facts  

about  the   habits 

/ nature  



LETS   DO  READING 

 
The Miser A miser sold all that he had and bought a lump of gold, 
which he buried in a hole in the ground, by the side of an old wall 
and went to look at it daily. One of his workmen observed his 
frequent visits to the spot and decided to watch his movements. He 
soon discovered the secret of the hidden treasure, and digging 
down, came to the lump of gold, and stole it. The Miser, on his next 
visit, found the hole empty and began to tear his hair and to make 
loud lamentations. A neighbour, seeing him overcome with grief 
and learning the cause, said, "Pray do not grieve so; but go and 
take a stone, and place it in the hole, and fancy that the gold is still 
lying there. It will do you quite the same service; for when the gold 
was there, you had it not, as you did not make the slightest use of 

it." 
 

 
 
Quiz      20   marks   

Circle the words in the story ,then identify what  part of  speech it  is  

Words  PARTS  OF  SPEECH (nouns/verbs/ adjectives / 
conjunctions /Pronouns / adverbs / prepositions.) 

  

old  Sold  

hole  his  

watch  and  

Treasure   Loud   

but  In   

bought  You   

him  buried  

gold  daily  

hidden  down  

on  which  

  

 
 


